Abstract. We expand the research to interdependent coupling networks based on asymmetric dependency. And then we focus on the robustness problem of interdependent networks under targeted attacks based on four different network combinations. The influences brought by tolerance coefficient of network nodes, coupling manner of interdependent networks and network removal proportion to network robustness are also analyzed. Research results show that under targeted attacks, network robustness depends on the size of attack scope. BA-BA interdependent networks perform better under large-scope attacks, and WS-WS interdependent networks perform better under small-scope attacks; based on a relatively small tolerance coefficient, the robustness of BA-BA interdependent networks tend to increase and then decrease with the increase of removal proportion.
there are rare researches about cascading failures of interdependent networks with asymmetric dependency. Hence, the paper mainly analyzes the robustness of networks under such situation. This paper has the following chapters: In the second part, a new measurement method is defined for cascading failures of interdependent networks. In the third part, the robustness problems of four different interdependent networks under targeted attacks are analyzed based on the above model; influences brought by tolerance coefficient of network nodes, coupling manners of interdependent networks and network removal proportion to network robustness are researched. The fourth part makes a conclusion of the paper.
Measure of Interdependent Networks Robustness
In order to trigger cascading failures, the paper removes nodes of a certain proportion (0 1) from network A through certain attack strategies (random or targeted) so as to transmit failures to network B via the interdependent edges. It is assumed that quantities of remained nodes in network A and network B are respectively A S and B S , so the remaining proportion of the whole interdependent network after occurrence of the cascading failure is as follows:
(1) In general, after occurrence of cascading failures of the researched networks, the effective nodes under consideration are the maximum giant component remained after occurrence of the cascading failures, while nodes which do not belong to the giant component are deemed as failure nodes, as shown in Figure 1 Nevertheless, in the reality, nodes which do not belong to the giant component and their connection edges do not always fail. These nodes may also keep on running according to original functions, as shown in Figure 1(b) . For example, in a military system confrontation network, due to attacks from hostile forces, our military system network may be broken. However, according to common war-related sense, any node will give play to its energy and functions if it finds that some teammates are still fighting together with it. Hence, the paper assumes that these noses which do not belong to the giant component are normal nodes if their loads do not exceed the capacity and at least one connection edge exists.
In order to eliminate influences causes by accidental factors, above steps are repeated for K times. The average value of K values of P obtained through K times of simulation calculation is calculated, namely: 
Targeted Attack Simulation
In the other research, nodes are removed from network according to a random node removal proportion (0 1) . Such manner represents random attacks in the networks. Next, we will research the cascading failure problem of interdependent networks under other attack strategies. Except for random attacks, targeted attack is the commonest attack manner. Through removal of a proportion of nodes with the largest loads from the network, simulating analysis is carried out to generation of cascading failures. the average quantity P of remained nodes result of different removal proportion q is shown in Figure 2 . From the perspective of tolerance coefficient, Figure 2 is discussed at first based on three situations:
(1) Under the tolerance coefficient of 0.9   , the average network remained node quantities of four combinations decrease with the increase of removal proportion q . When the removal proportion is low ( 0.15) q  , the average remained node quantity of BA-BA interdependent network is smaller than that of WS-WS interdependent network; when the removal proportion is high ( 0.15) q  , the average remained node quantity of BA-BA interdependent network is larger than that of WS-WS interdependent network. This result indicates that under large-scale attacks, the network robustness of BA-BA interdependent network is better than that of WS-WS interdependent network under targeted attacks; under small-scope attacks, the robustness of BA-BA interdependent network is worse than that of WS-WS interdependent network. As for a mixed interdependent network (BA-WS or WS-BA network), the relevant properties fall in between.
(2) Under the tolerance coefficient of 0.7
 
, the average remained node quantities of WS-WS interdependent network and the WS-BA interdependent network decrease with the increase of the removal proportion q , while the results of BA-BA interdependent network and BA-WS interdependent network tend to increase firstly and then decrease. This result indicates that with the increase of removal proportion, robustness of interdependent networks is better. This phenomenon violates general theories. Hence, the paper will detailedly analyze this problem below. , the proportion P of average remained nodes approaches 0.8. If we assume that the tolerance coefficient is infinite for nodes in the network, namely other nodes will not cause cascading failures due to the excessive loads, the theoretical value of average remained node proportion will be 100 0.2 100 0.2 0.8 1 0.82 100 100
This result is very close to P in simulating calculation when 1.5   , indicating that nearly no cascading failure is caused in the network. When  is respectively equal to 0.5 and 0.7, the value varies obviously. Specifically speaking, under a large removal proportion, the average remained node quantity has a large cardinal number under a small tolerance coefficient  and increases slowly with the increase of tolerance coefficient  ; when the removal proportion is small, the average remained node quantity approaches 0 when the tolerance coefficient is around 0.5 and increases rapidly with the increase of tolerance coefficient  , wherein the average remained node quantity exceeds that under a large removal proportion. Hence, when the average removal proportion increases, robustness of the BA-BA interdependent network still increases, as shown in Figure 2 .
Under a large tolerance coefficient, the large removal proportion will lead to a small average remained node quantity, which is a normal situation; however, we wonder why the mall removal proportion still leads to a small average remained node quantity under a small tolerance coefficient. The root cause of occurrence of this situation is related to measures of interdependent network cascading failures, which are proposed in this paper. The asymmetric interdependent network cascading failure model established in this paper considers the remained nodes of which all the loads do not exceed the capacity after occurrence of the cascading faults in the network, but previous discussions are based on a giant component.
Hence, with regard to the BA-BA interdependent network, removal of the largest nodes may divide the interdependent network into many small segments, wherein at least two or more than two nodes of which the loads are maintained in a normal scope exist in each segment. This situation will not take place in the WS-WS interdependent network. Degree distribution of this network is uniform, and fault transmission of its cascading failure can take place easily, wherein a large-scale collapse failure happens, or loads of nearly no node are excessive due to failures of neighbor nodes.
Conclusion
The paper establishes an interdependent network cascading failure model based on asymmetric dependency, puts forward a load-capacity model in networks and defines a new measurement method for interdependent network cascading failures. Based on the network model, the paper researches network robustness under different attack manners and based on different network combinations, different coupling manners in networks, different network tolerance coefficients and different removal proportions. Research results show that under targeted attacks, network robustness is inconsistent with previous research results. The result depends on size of attack scope, wherein robustness of BA-BA interdependent network is better under large-scope attacks and robustness of WS-WS interdependent network is better under small-scope attacks; under a small tolerance coefficient, robustness of the BA-BA interdependent network increases firstly and then decreases with the increase of removal proportion. Research results obtained by the paper can provide reference for establishment of an asymmetric interdependent network with high reliability.
